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CATEGORIES
Gripz ®
Hands Free
......... Clip & Flip
......... Visors
.......... Magnifier
Handheld Magnifiers
Loupes
Linentest
LED Magnifiers

Pen & Pocket Microscopes
Page/View Magnifiers
Microscope & Telescopes
Digital Microscopes
Binocular HookUpz for "Cellphones"
Cleaning

ER-20 (09)

ER-20 (02)

black ash

think pink

ER-20 (01)
black ash

*excl. glasses

ER-20 (08)
canyon trail

59GSCER2001/2/6/8/9
Gripz® Standard
Weight
: 0.3 oz
Dimensions : 0.2” x 0.2” x 20.1”

ER-20 (06)
blue ash

The patented Gripz® eyewear retainers are engineered from
high-grade braided silicone that stands up to the elements
as well as being durable and tough against torture. Put a
Gripz® on expensive eye-wear. Whether you’re biking, fishing,
rafting or participating in any other outdoor or hobby activity they
will keep your valued glasses secure and with you at all times.

Available in Black Ash, ER-20 (01); Think Pink, ER-20 (02); Surf Blue, ER-20 (06)
Canyon Trail, ER-20 (08); Midnight Storm ER-20 (09)
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Accessories: Soft pouch. Check product description for if they
use Batteries *Unless otherwise specified in the description

59MGCOD75

Magnification
: 1.5x
Weight		
: 65 grams
Dimensions
4.125” x 2” x 1.1875”
Incl. Batteries:
3x GP395 button cell

OD-75 TYMATE™ Clip on Visor
Loupe. Attaches to the screen
of a cap into a Free Magnifier.
With Super-Bright LED
light

easy 59MGCCF10
*Clip and Flip Action
CF-10 1.5x power magnifying lenses to
turn your regular glasses into a Magnification: 1.5x, +2.25 diopters
flip-up or flip-down hands-free Dimensions: 4.6" x 0.7" x 2.4"
Weight: 14 grams
magnifier

Includes Protective Pouch

59MGCOD10

Clip & Flip™

59MGCOD12

Clip & Flip™
Weighs in at .6 ounces

OD-12 Hands-free. Easy to use
and suitable and for any outdoorsman.
Can transform any pair of glasses into
1.75x magnifying lenses
Magnification 1.75x/+3.00 diopters
Dimensions 4.7" x 1.5" x 2.4"
Weight 0.04 lbs
59MGCOD14

Clip & Flip™

OD-10 Hands-free. Easy to use and suitable
and for any outdoorsman. Transform any pair
of glasses in 1.5x magnifying lenses.
Magnification 1.5x/+2.25 diopters
Dimensions 4.7" x 1.5" x 2.4"
Weight 0.03 lbs

OD-14 Hands-free. Easy to use
and suitable for any outdoorsman.
Sturdy and strong durable clip.
Transform any pair of glasses
into 2x magnifying lenses
Magnification 2x /+4.00 diopters
Dimensions 4.7" x 21.5" x 2.4"
Weight 0.05 lbs
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THE VISORMag™ is a set of clip-on, flip-up magnifying glasses that attach to

the brim of most caps and hats. Perfect for fly-tying and all fly-fishing needs.

Complete with protective soft-pouch, its crystal clear acrylic lenses give you a
sharp, distortion-free view that allows you to see even the finest details with ease.
Keep these clip-on magnifier lenses in your tackle box so you
“always have them at the ready.”

VISORMag™ 59MGCVM10
VM-10 Magnifying glasses are
1.75x power equivalent to +3.00 diopter.
Magnification		 : 1.75x/ +3.00 diopter
Weight		 : 0.05 lbs
Dimensions
: 4.7" x 2.7" x 2.8"
Diopter		 : +3.00
Accessories incl. Protective pouch

VISORMag™ 59MGCVM12
VM-12 Magnifying glasses
are 2x power equivalent to +4.00 diopter.
Magnification
: 2x./ +4.00 diopter
Weight		 : 0.06 lbs
Dimensions		
: 4.7" x 2.7" x 2.8"
Accessories incl. Protective pouch

VISORMag™ 59MGCVM14
VM-14 Magnifying glasses
are 2.25x power equivalent
to +5.00 diopter.
Magnification : 2.25x/ +5.00 diopter
Weight
: 0.07 lbs
Dimensions
: 4.7" x 2.7" x 2.8"
Accessories incl. Protective pouch
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59MGCOD88
The OD-88 Fish’n Grip™ Pro, is a serious tool for a serious fly
fisherman. Packed with many useful features as super gripping reverse
action tweezer and 4.5x LED lighted magnifier to help to see even the
finest details while tying a fly, threading a hook, or making quick repairs.
The Fish’n Grip™ Pro also incorporates a handy, magnetic hook threader
and hook cleaner to tackle these often times challenging tasks. This
multi-purpose fishing tool is just the right size to fit in a pocket, tackle
box or even to conveniently hang from a fishing vest. Also included is a
weatherproof PVC pouch to help keep the tool clean and protected.
Batteries x3 G3 *included Magnification		
replacement options
Objective Lens Diameter
G3, SG3, 392
Weight 			
Dimensions 			
Accessories 			

: 4.5x
: 30mm (1.2”)
: 0.1 lbs
: 4” x 1.4” x 0.8”
: Protective pouch

Magnification
2.5x / 4.5x
Objective Lens Diameter
70mm (2.75”)
Weight
18 lbs
Dimensions
5” x 3.1” x 0.6”
Accessories
Neck Strap & Batteries
3 x SR41 *included

59MGCLK30

LK-30 MagniLookTM lighted with 2.5x power crystal-clear acrylic

lens, 4.5x power spot lens, built-in ultra bright twin LED lights w/an
adjustable neck strap. This Magnifier can be used as both a pendant
magnifier or as a hand held magnifier. The lighted MagniLookTM
magnifier is ideal for crafts, hobbiests and everyday use. Wear it
around your neck and you’ll know where to find it when you need it..
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LUMICRAFT™
59MGCLC15
Magnification
: 2x/ 4x
Lens Diameter
: 110mm (4.3")
Weight		
: 5.6 oz
Dimensions		
: 5.3" x 0.9" x 8.9"
Accessories Neck strap
The LUMICRAFT™ LC-15 Crafters
4.3” Acrylic lens provides a generous
viewing area without adding undue
stress to your neck. Equipped with
a Bright Light duel-LED, making
viewing easy in low light conditions.
Wide bridge and adjustable neck strap designed to be used in various angles. Simply hang
around your neck, adjust bridge and strap and you’re ready for hours of crafting fun. Also great
(in/for) industrial settings where long hours of inspecting and working with small items is necessary or for the avid reader who simply wants a hands free solution.

LUMIVISOR™
59NGCLV10

The LV-10 Visor is a hands free, head-worn
magnifier, comes with a fully adjustable one size
fits all head strap. The LED light is fully adjustable
so you can shine light wherever it is needed.
4 different powers of 2x, 3x, 5x and 6x. Perfect for all
hobbies, crafts, repairs and reading!

MAGNIVISOR™

59MGCMV23

Magnification: 2x, 3x, 5x, 6x
Dimensions: 7.6" x 3.2" x 10.4"
weight: 0.41 lbs
Uses 3 x AAA batteries. not included.

The VM-23 2x magnifier with a 3x flip-down
lens Hands free, head-worn visor. It comes
with an adjustable headband.
Perfect for all hobbies and
crafts in aid of
low vision or visibility
Magnification: 2x/x
Dimensions:
6.5" x 2.2" x 7.1"
Weight:
0.25 lbs

Uses 2 x AA Batteries *not included.
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59MGCHF11
HF-11 SplitHandle™ magnifier can be used as a

handheld or hands free magnifier with the included
neck strap. It boasts a 2x crystal clear acrylic lens
..with 3.5x bi-focal spot lens. The super bright LED
...........lights illuminate your viewing subject. The Split
...............Handle™ magnifier is perfect for reading,
...................sewing, crafts, hobbies and everyday
..........................activities.
Magnification
Weight
Dimensions

Batteries 2 x AAA *not included

: 2x/3.5x
: 0.3 lbs
: 9.8” x 4.5” x 0.8”

The SureGrip™ is equipped with a 2x glass lens, along with a 11.5x high power acrylic spot lens
for close up inspection. The 90mm (3.5”) to 130mm (5") Glass magnifier is the perfect solution for
those searching for a durable lens that will not scratch. The 11.5x high power acrylic spot lens is
integrated into the SureGrip™ rubberized handle. includes Soft-padded, zippered case.

59MGCSG10 SG-10

59MGCSG12 SG-12

59MGCSG14 SG-14

Magnification : 2x/11.5x
Lens Diameter : 90mm (3.5”)
Weight
: 6.0 oz
Dimensions : 3.8” x 0.8” x 8.5”

Magnification
Lens Diameter
Weight
Dimensions

Magnification
Lens Diameter
Weight
Dimensions

59MGCDS36
*black

: 2x/11.5x
: 110mm (4.3”)
: 5.3 oz
: 4.6” x 0.8” x 9.4”

59MGCOD36

*green

MAGNIVIEW™

: 2x/11.5x
: 130mm (5”)
: 6.3 oz
: 5.4” x 0.8” x 10.3”

OD-36 *green
DS-36 *black

Handheld magnifier. 2x to 4.5x bifocal lens
Lightweight design perfect for extended reading
times or for those with limited strength.
crystal-clear acrylic primary lens for seamless
focusing transitions. Protected by a full rim.

Weight
0.17 lbs
Dimensions
3.8” x 0.5”x 7.7”

Weight
0.2 lbs
Dimensions
7.8” x 3.8”x 0.5”

✔ 2x/4.5x Magnification
✅ 90mm (3.5") Lens
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CYRSTALVIEW tm
*Check stock prior to ordering

An Aspheric lens minimizes distortion giving you a crisp, clear view.
Perfect for reading fine print.
includes:
protective
cloth pouch
when lens
is not in use.

CrystalView™
Handheld Aspheric Magnifier
with a

◘5x Spot lens

59MGCCV24

CrystalView™ CV-24
✔ 2.5x Magnification
Weight		 : 0.25 lbs.
Dimensions		 : 9.0" x 3.75" x 1.0"

59MGCCV36

59MGCCV40

CrystalView™ CV-36
✔ 3x Magnification

CrystalView™ CV-40
✔ 3.5xMagnification

Weight		 : 0.22 lbs.
Dimensions		 : 8.75” x 3.25” x 10.0”

Weight
: 0.18 lbs.
Dimensions		 : 8.0" x 2.75" x 1.0"

59MGCRM77

RM-77 Retangle Rimfree™ Handheld 4.7” x 2.7”
acrylic crystal clear magnifying lens distortion-free viewing area
easing eye strain over extended periods of reading. Ergonomic,
soft-grip handle promotes a natural hand position.
Side mount switch for built-in LED in low-light for illumination.
The wide lens and unique rectangular shape of this magnifier
were designed specifically for line by line reading of Books,
recipes or your favorite periodicals. Great for general
use or for those in need of a magnifying lens

✔ 2x Magnification
✅ 120mm (4.7") x 70mm (2.7") Lens
Weight		
Dimensions		

: 0.36 lbs
: 4.0” x 0.9” x 9.4”

includes microfibre pouch to keep
magnifier clean & protected between use.
A side mount switch allows you to
easily turn on/off the built-in LED
in low-light for illumination.
Batteries incl. 3 - 1.5v button cell.
Replacement options 389, 390, G10, SG-10, SR1130
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59MGCJS18

JS-18 HANDHELD SERIES
✔ 2x/6.5x Magnification
✅ 85mm (3.3") x 50mm (2") Lens
Weight
: 3.2 oz
Dimensions : 244 x 71 x 104mm

59MGCMJ50
MJ-50 Lighted MagniFold™

✔ 2x Magnification
Weight		 : 113 grams (4.5 oz.)
Dimensions		 : 5.0” x 3.0” x 1.0”
Batteries 3 - 1.5v button cells *included. 			
Replacement Options: 389, 390, G10, SG-10, SR1130

The MJ-50 represents the latest in handheld magnifier design. Its rectangular lens is shaped
for the way you naturally view things, and collapsible handle locks into any three different
positions for the most comfortable alig nment. fold the handle flush for easy storage.
2x power with built-in LED illumination. x3 1.5v batteries are included.

59MGCSG16

SG-16 SureGrip™

Handheld & Stand Magnifier

✔ 2x/11.5x Magnification
✅ 85mm (3.3") x 50mm (2") Lens
Weight		 : 7.6 oz
Dimensions		 : 4.9” x 0.9” x 9.5”
A magnifier that offers the versatility of use as a
handheld or handsfree (stand). The 2x glass lens
with built-in 11.5x spot magnifier increases the SG-16’s
range of use while providing maximum durability. The ergonomic
SureGrip™ handle adds comfort while in handheld use or easily
transition to hands free use by extending the metal drop-down legs
(stows easily in handle during handheld use).
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59MGCRM95

✔ 2x Magnification
✅ 90mm (3.5")
Weight
Dimensions

: 3.9 oz
: 3.5” x 3.4” x 0.9”

Batteries 3 - 1.5v button cells *included. 			
Replacement Options: 389, 390, G10, SG-10, SR1130

RM-95 Lighted RimFree™ multi-use handheld magnifier

With its ergonomic handle and lightweight design make it perfect for
use for extended periods of time. The built-in LED light and 90mm
(3.5”) RimFree™ crystal-clear acrylic lens will offer a sharp,
distortion free viewing in any light. This patented 2x magnifying glass
has been a top seller in the US for over a decade. x3 1.5v batteries are
included. Accessories include a protective case

59MGCFH25

✔ 2.5x/5.5x Magnification
✅ 90mm (3.5")
Weight
: 3.8 oz
Dimensions : 3.8” x 3.7” x 8.7”
Takes 2 x AA Batteries *not included

FH-25 FreeHand™ Lighted magnifier offers the versatility of

handheld or hands free use. The 2.5x lens with built-in 5.5x spot
magnifier is mounted on a folding handle for easy conversion from
handheld to hands free function, while providing a wide range of viewing
angles. At just 4 ounces it’s perfect for use in the home, office or in the
field. The variable range of use of the FH-25 while in a stand position is
great for threading needles, removing splinters or even tying off a new
fishing fly.

59MGCMH95

MH-95 Chrome Lighted RimFree™ 2x magnifying glass is by

far one of our most elegant magnifiers. The RimFree™ acrylic lens keeps
weight distribution in the palm of your hand while providing a sharp,
distortion-free view. Coupled with a chrome plated ergonomic grip and
side-mount light switch. equipped with a dual, super bright LED light
making it a versatile solution for day or night use. includes a soft case.

✔ 2x Magnification
✅ 90mm (3.5")
Weight
Dimensions

: 7.4 oz.
: 8” x 3.5” x 0.9”

Batteries 3 - 1.5v button cells *included. 			
Replacement Options: 389, 390, G10
SG-10, SR1130
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59MGCRL30

Magnification		
Objective Lens Diameter
				
Weight 			
Dimensions 			

: 2X, 2X, 3.5X
: 110mm (4.3”) 90mm (3.5")
120mm x 70mm (4.7" x 2.7")
: 1 lbs
: 8.5” x 2.12” x 11.5”

The RL-30, Remov-A-Lens™ is a 3-in-1 LED lighted handheld magnifier. Set includes
one lighted handle, one 2x power 110mm rimless round acrylic lens, one power 2x rimless
rectangular lens, one 3.5x power dual acrylic lens and a protective pouch to keep lenses safe and
scratch-free. To use, simply select from the three lenses included and snap the lens into the handle.
Press the buttons on the side of the handle to release the lens and select a new one. The comfortable
ergonomic handle fits perfectly in the palm of your hand and features a non-slip rubber grip.
Fold-out legs can be extended from the handle for hands-free use. Crystal clear
acrylic lenses and two super bright LED lights ensure a crisp, bright-magnified image.
Uses 3 x AAA batteries (not included).

59MGCVP01

Magnification		
Weight 			

: 3X, 2.5X, 3/6X
: 0.2 lbs

The VP-01 ValuePak offers an assortment of three compact magnifiers that are
perfect for virtually any use. This assortment features a 3x power handheld magnifier with
6x power bi-focal spot lens, a 3x power flip-open magnifier with built-in folding case, and a
2.5x credit card size Fresnel magnifier with a slide-out protective case. These magnifiers can be
used for an assortment of needs such as hobbies, crafts and everyday uses.
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✔ 3x Magnification
✅ 40mm (1.5") Lens

MAGNIFLIP™
59MGCGN33
Weight
Dimensions

: 0.05 lbs
: 2.0” x 2.0” x 0.5”

The GN-33 Compact 3x power flip-open

magnifier with a built-in folding case. It’s perfect for
carrying in your pocket or purse…to use every day! The
MAGNIFLIP™ magnifier can be used for everything from reading
labels at the grocery store to reading a map on the road.

MicroPEN™

59MCMP300

✔ 24-53x Microscope Pen
Magnification
Weight
Dimensions
Batteries

: 24x-53x
: 0.04 lbs
: 0.5" x 0.7" x 5.2"
: 3x G3

MP-300

Pocket sized 24-53x microscope pen. Light weight & portable makes this miniature
microscope perfect for industrial use or as a fun time project for children of all ages.
Whether searching out small insects, viewing hair follicle or carpet on the living room
floor the MicroPenTM microscope will turn your home, yard or classroom into a fun-filled
jungle of exploration or learning. Can be used directly on object for added stability and
easy focusing for eager young explorers. Built in LED light provides crystal clear image
with easy focus & zoom adjustments.

59MCMM01
Weight 		
Dimensions

2.7 oz. / 77 grams
4.1" x 2.1" x 1.1"

The MM-01 zPix™ ACCESSORY KIT
is the perfect companion for your zPix™
Digital Microscope "MM-640 and MM-740 models"
and all other microscopes. Includes 3 prepared slides
containing honeybee mouth, fruit fly and a
Grasshopper Leg to view under your microscope.
7 blank slides to find your own specimens to examine.
includes:- 10 slide covers, 1 tweezer and a storage case.
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The LUMILOUPE™ magnifier(s) by

LUMILOUPE™

carson’s makes the ordinary extraordinary
by revealing details you’ve never seen
before in things you look at every day.

59MGCLL10

Magnification
10x
Weight
0.09 lbs
Dimensions
2.0" x 2.0" x 1.9"

The LL-10 LUMILOUPE™ is a 10x power stand
magnifier. Pre-focused dual lenses allow examination
of objects close-up, while a transparent acrylic base
permits ambient light to illuminate the subject for
bright, clear viewing. Choose the LL-10 (10x power)
magnifier for fine detail:- coins, stamps,
photography and miniatures.

LUMILOUPE™
59MGCLL20

The LL-20 LUMILOUPE™ is a 10x power stand magnifier
with pre-focused dual lenses. This magnifier is ideal
for close-up examination of objects, while its transparent
acrylic base allows ambient light to illuminate the
subject for bright, clear viewing. The snap-on reticle lets
you make accurate measurements in both millimeters
and inches.

Magnification
Weight 			
Dimensions

10x
0.09 lbs
2.0" x 2.0" x 1.9"

LUMILOUPE™
LUMILOUPE™
59MGCLL55

Magnification 4.5x
Weight 		
0.6 lbs
Dimensions
4.2" x 4.2" x 3.0"

59MGCLL77

The LL-55 LUMILOUPE™ is a 4.5x power stand
Pre-focused dual lenses allow examination of objects
close-up, while a transparent glass base permits
ambient light to illuminate the subject for bright,
clear viewing. Choose the LL-55 magnifier for
insects, plants maps and graphics

Magnification

7x
Weight

4.2 oz
119 grams
Dimensions

3.0” x 3.0” x 2.4”

The LL-77 LUMILOUPE™ is a 7x power stand
magnifier. Pre-focused dual lenses allow
examination of objects close-up, while a
transparent glass base permits ambient light to
illuminate the subject for bright, clear viewing.
Choose the LL-77 (7x power) magnifier for
insects, plants, maps and graphics
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The LL-88 LUMILOUPE™ Ultra

LUMILOUPE™

5x power loupe magnifier with 6 ultra bright LED lights
and 3 brightness levels. Choose the LumiLoupe™ Ultra
magnifier for detailed inspection, to view stamps and
coins and for reading fine print.

59MGCLL88

Magnification 5x
Weight
0.35 lbs
Dimensions 5.5” x 3.6” x 1.4”
Uses 3x AAA Batteries *not incl.

The DV-30 DUALVIEW™
3x power stand Loupe with a 12x power focusing Loupe.
This dual purpose Magnifier is great whether you need a high-powered
Magnifier or a lower powered Magnifier. One of the loupes is focusable
while the other is pre-focused. The DUALVIEW™ is great for all
hobbies and craft uses

59MGCDV30

Magnification
Weight		
Dimensions 		

3x/12x
1.8 oz / 51grms
4” x 2” x 1.5”

METAL LinenTest™ & LinenTest™ Magnifier
Compact fold-out linen test magnifier. Contains markings in both inches and centimeters.
For easy measuring of small parts and is perfect for stitch counting. The LinenTest™ is perfect for
stitch counting. This magnifier is portable, lightweight and folds flat for storing when not in use.
Easy measuring of small parts.

LinenTest™

59MGCLT20

LT-20

LinenTest™

59MGCLT30

LT-30

✔ 6.5x Magnification
✅ 20mm (1") Lens

✔ 5x Magnification
✅ 30mm (1.2") Lens

Dimensions
Weight

Dimensions
Weight

1.2" x 1.8" x 1.7"
113 grams

: 2.3 x 2.3 x 2.3”
: 0.9 oz / 255 grams

Linen test magnifier

Linen test magnifier

METAL LinenTest™ LT-60

METAL LinenTest™

✔ 6.5x Magnification
✅ 20mm (1") Lens

✔ 5x Magnification
✅ 30mm (1.2") Lens

Weight
Dimensions:
Accessories:

Weight
Dimensions
Accessories

59MGCLT60

42 grams
1.6" x 1.1" x 1.6"
Soft pouch

Metal Linen test magnifier
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59MGCLT80

LT-80

110 grams
5.7 x 4.4 x 1.3cm
Soft pouch

Metal Linen test magnifier

LT-10
59MGCLT10

LIGHTED LinenTest™ Magnifier
The LT-10 Compact magnifier is a fold out portable loupe magnifier featuring a 11.5x power
15mm lens. The dual lens design provides, clear, distortion-free viewing, while a super bright
LED light illuminates the object. Marked in both inches and centimeters for measuring small
objects and ease of conversion for domestic and international use. Portable, lightweight
and folds flat for storing when not in use. Includes durable plastic case for protection
between uses. Requires three button cell batteries
which are included for use right out of the box

✔ 11.5x Magnification
✅ 15mm (5") Lens

"This portable loupe
magnifier is perfect for
stitch counting but can also
Weight
: 0.03 lbs
be used for color
Dimensions : 1.5” x 1.5” x 1.5”
processing"
Accessories : Hard plastic case
3 x Button cell batteries incl.

HM-30
59MGCHM30

Hobby Magnifier
3-in-1 LED
✔ 2x, 2x/2.5x, 3.5x Magnification
✅ 110mm (4.3") 90mm (3.5") 130mm (5") Lens
Lighted Hobby Magnifier Set
Inclueds LED lighted base with clip-on base stand: 2x 110mm rimless
round acrylic lens, 2x acrylic Fresnel lens with 2.5x spot lens
3.5x dual acrylic lens and adjustable length neck strap.
Weight:		
Uses 3x AAA Batteries which are not included.
Dimensions:		

7.4 oz / 209.7grms
4.2” x 1.4” x 8.0”

Press the release button to remove a lens and select a new one. The base stand allows you to use it
as a free standing magnifier while the adjustable neck strap allows hands free. Crystal clear acrylic
lenses and two super-bright LED lights ensure a crisp, bright-magnified image. Can be used for all
hobbies and crafts. Remove the lens to use as a booklight.
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59MGCOD95

MiniBrite™
OD-95

✔ 5x Magnification
✅ 36mm (1.4") x 40mm (1.5") Lens

Weight
: 1.7 oz
Dimensions : 2.0” x 0.6” x 4.3”
Uses 3x AAA Batteries *not included

MiniBrite™ pocket magnifier is a compact 5x power aspheric slide-out magnifier
with a protective plastic sleeve. The OD-95 comes equipped with a built-in bright LED
light. The sharp, distortion-free view is thanks to its crystal-clear acrylic aspheric lens.
The MiniBrite™ is a handy tool for those with low vision and is excellent for reading
everyday items.
59MGCLD33

LUMIDOME™

LD-33
✔ 2x Magnification

Shatterproof acrylic construction with 2x pre-focused lens and 2.0 inch
viewing area. Great for viewing coins, stamps,
miniatures or for magnifying reading material.
Includes a microfiber pouch for
protected storage.

Weight: 18 lbs
Dimensions:
2.0” x 2.2” x 1.5”
Includes Cloth pouch

Backed by Carson’s Limited Lifetime Warranty

MAGNITOP™
PT-30

59MGCPT30
✔ 10x Magnification
✅ 1.2" Lens

Weight
: 8.1 oz with batteries
Dimensions : 7.8" x 2.7" x 2.2"
Uses 2 C Batteries *not included

MAGNITOP™ 10x power compact table-top magnifier (illuminated) is perfect for phone directories,
newspapers, contracts or reading any fine print. The Hands Free Magnifier is used around the world by
Airport security and at Customs checkpoints
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LP-66

559MGCLP66

Weight
: 0.12 lbs
Dimensions : 2.0" x 0.6" x 6.2"
Uses 3 x AAA Batteries *excluded

LumiPop™

✔ 5x Magnification
✅ 35mm (1.375") x 40mm (1.5") Objective Lens

This Pocket magnifier is a compact, 5x power slide-out magnifier with a protective “snap-out”
plastic case. It boasts a crystal-clear aspheric, acrylic lens. Aspheric lenses provide a clear
image with no blurring and little to no distortion. Perfect for reading small type in low light!
It has a convenient on/off switch that powers the super bright LED Lights. The LumiPop™
pocket magnifier is compact enough to fit in your shirt pocket.

59MCMM280-G

MicroMini™

Weight
Dimensions

: 0.05 lbs
: 1.5" x 0.9" x 1.7"

✔ 2x Magnification

The MM-280G (Green) MicroMini™ is a 20x, LED Lighted
Pocket Microscope that is always at the ready! It is compact,
portable and easy to use. It is so small it can fit in the palm of
your hand.
Clip on to any hand bag or
backpack using the attached
key chain. Now you can explore
anything…anywhere using the
LED flashlight! View fabric,
flowers, foliage, printing pixels
and more all up close! View the
hidden objects in currency with
the included UV light.
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News Reader Fresnel Magnifier
59MGCCP15

CP-15

Weight
: 0.1 lbs
Dimensions : 6.0 in x 6.3 in x 0.0 in

The CP-15 News Reader is a 2x Fresnel magnifier with a 4x spot lens. It is a high quality reading
aide with a large field of view making reading a breeze. It is lightweight and easy to hold making
reading an enjoyable experience. When not in-use, use the the provided protective sleeve or store
in your book or magazine.

✔ 2x/4x Magnification
✅ 4x Spot Lens

59MGCPO55
MINI POCKET MAGNIFIER

PO-55

MiniBrite™ LED Lighted slide-out
Aspheric Magnifier with Protective Sleeve
✔ 5x Magnification
✅ 36mm (1.4") x 40mm (1.5") Lens
Weight 		 : 0.11 lbs
Dimensions		 : 2.0" x 0.6" x 4.5"
5x Magnification MiniBrite Slide-Out
Magnifier. Built-in LED light. Crystal-clear Aspheric lens,
Compact and light weight. Uses 3 x AAA batteries *excl.
Backed by Carson’s Limited Lifetime Warranty
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The MagniFLASH™ magnifier is part of the “PRO” Series by Carsons. It is an aspheric

LED Lighted magnifier and flashlight combination. Aspheric lenses provide a clear image
with no oblurring and little to no distorion. Accessories incl. Neck strap & case.
Uses 3x AAA Batteries *not incl.

MagniFLASH™
59MGCCP16

CP-16

59MGCCP24

✔ 5x Magnification
✅ 38mm (1.5") Lens

✔ 7x Magnification
✅ 38mm (1.5") Lens

Weight 		 : 2.3 oz
Dimensions		 : 5.3” x 2.4” x 1.0”

Weight 		 : 2.5 oz
Dimensions		 : 5” x 2.3” x 0.9”

59MGCCP32

CP-32

59MGCCP40

✔ 9x Magnification
✅ 38mm (1.5") Lens

✔ 11x Magnification
✅ 38mm (1.5") Lens

Weight 		 : 2.4 oz
Dimensions		 : 5.3” x 2.4” x 1.0”

Weight 		 : 4.4 oz
Dimensions		 : 5.3” x 2.4” x 1.0”

CP-24

CP-40
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59MGCDM11

DM-11

PAGEMagnifier™ 2x power full page, flexible, Fresnel

✔ 2x Magnification

magnifier within a black bordered frame. It is very lightweight and Weight		 : 0.07 lbs
thin which makes it easy to transport.
Dimensions		 : 8.3” x 0.1” x 10.8”
To use, simply hold the PAGEMagnifier™ approximately
4 inches above your subject. Great to use as a low vision reading
aide for books, newspapers, magazines, maps, inspection and for
other hobbies, crafts and tasks.

59MGDM11

DM-11 Deluxe

PAGEMagnifier™ 2x DELUXE RIGID FRAME "FULL-PAGE" MAGNIFIER.

Shatterproof. 2x Power Crystal-Clear Acyrlic Lens. Perfect for reading Small Print
Weight		
✔ 2x Magnification

0.27 lbs

Dimensions		

8.4” x 0.1” x 11.0”
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59LCPG10

PG-10

PAGEGLOW™ LED BOOKLIGHT Compact, portable, ultra-bright booklight. Includes
an ergonomic thumb groove & detachable page clip to allow for easy placement on
reading material. It includes Three super-bright LED Lights spreading even light
across the pg without disturbing others. Three stage dimming switch for desired
brightness. “reading comfortably without disturbing others!” Uses 3 x AAA Batteries.

✔ 2x Magnification
Weight			
Dimensions			

: 0.28 lbs
: 5.3" x 0.1” x 6.3”

DM-21
59MGCDM21

PAGEMagnifier is a deluxe rigid frame full
page magnifier. It’s 2x power acrylic Fresnel lens
is sturdy and shatterproof. The Page Magnifier is
✔ 2x Magnification
perfect for reading large areas of small print
Weight			
: 0.27 lbs
such as maps, newspapers, directories, recipes
Dimensions			
: 8.4” x 0.1” x 11.0”
and more..
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59MCDR300

DR-300

The DR-300 ezRead™ transforms your television into a visual aid! Place the
ezRead™ directly on top of your reading material to display the magnified
image in full color on your television screen!
Connect to your television in seconds using the supplied video cable.
Internal LED illumination ensures that the image on the screen is bright
and easy to read.
The size of your television monitor determines the
effective magnification of the item. Ideal for those
with low vision or macular degeneration.
Operates with 3x AAA batteries (not included)
or supplied A/C power adapter.
Magnification Table:
7x on a 17" monitor 11.5x 27" monitor
13.5x 32" monitor 17x 40" monitor &
19.5x on a 4" monitor

Weight
: 0.27 lbs
Dimensions : 8.4” x 0.1” x 11.0”

59LCFL55

FL-55

FlexNeck™ LED booklight

Fully adjustable lamp-head
that can flex and turn to
shine light right where
you need it! The Booklight
clips to any size book or
magazine, and can be used
for convenient table-top
illumination.

Weight
: 0.1 lbs
Dimensions : 1.5” x 1.7” x 6.0”

59LCFL95

FL-95

LumiFlex™ Plus is a compact

USB LED Booklight. Fully adjustable
lamp-head that flex’s to shine light
where you need it! This Booklight
clips to any size book or magazine and
has a convenient built-in storage clip
Connect to included clip or USB port for
power. uses x2 CR2032 batteries
*batteries are included.

Weight
: 0.18 lbs
Dimensions : 2.3” x 3.5” x 9.0”
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59MGCAM20
AM-20
✔ 2x Magnification
✅ 90mm (4.3")
Weight
Dimensions

: 0.36 lbs
: 4.3" x 3.0" x 12.0"

Attach-A-Mag™ LED Hands free

Magnifier, fully adjustable, LED lighted
magnifier with a clamp-on base that
attaches to most tabletops. large 2x power
acrylic lens provides sharp
crystal-clear images.
Uses 3x Button Batteries Incl.
Option replacements 386, G12, SG12

59MGCLM20
LM-20
✔ 2x/5x Magnification
✅ 110mm (4.3")
Weight		
Dimensions		
Batteries		

: 1.63 lbs
: 5.6" x 8.8" x 12.2"
: 3 x AA not incl.

DeskBrite™ 200 Magnifier Desk Lamp
200x LED Magnifier Desk Lamp with a
5x power spot lens. Two super-bright LED lights
while it’s large 4" crystal-clear acrylic lens
provides a large viewing area for any hobby.
Lamp plugs into any standard outlet or can be
powered by using 3 x AA batteries *excl.
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59MGCGN55

GN-55

MagniLamp™
✔ 2x/.35x Magnification
✅ 110mm (4.3")
The GN-55 MagniLamp™ can be used as a handheld or fully adjustable Stand Magnifier with
built-in LED light that lets you see all the details.
Its large acrylic 2x power main lens and 3.5x power
spot lens provide sharp, cystal-clear images.
Weight: 0.41 lbs
Dimensions: 5.9” x 7.1” x 7.4”
Accessories: Base stand
Batteries: 2 x AA *excl.

GN-77

59MGCGN77

MagniLamp™

✔ 2x Magnification
✅ 110mm (4.3")
Lens Construction
: Acrylic
Linear Field of View
: 127mm (5.0")
Dimensions			
: 7.0 x 6.0 x 5.5"
Weight [173 grams (6.1oz)]
Hand held or fully adjustable stand magnifier with built-in LED light that lets you see all
the details. Its large acrylic 2x power main
lens and 3.5x power spot lens provide sharp,
crystal-clear images.
Batteries: 2 x AA *excl.
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59MGCGN88

GN-88

HelpingHands Magnifier™

✔ 2x Magnification
✅ 110mm (4.3")
Weight
: 0.52 lbs
Dimensions : 5.9 in x 5.7 in x 8.0 in
HelpingHands Magnifier™ is a handheld
or handsfree, fully adjustable soldering
and craft Magnifier. It boasts dual built-in
LED lights that lets you see all the details.
Its large acrylic 2x power lens provides
sharp, crystal-clear images. The fully
adjustable clamps holds items and almost
any necessary angle. The HelpingHands
Magnifier™ features a rim-free design so
your view is not obstructed. Ideal for
hobbies, model building and small
electronics.

Batteries: 2 x AA *excl.

59LCFL9004
WAVES

59LCFL9001
PAISLEY

59LCFL9005
MUSTACHE

The FL-90 LumiFlex™
Compact, ultra-bright Mini LED Booklight
Fully adjustable lamp-head that can flex
and turns to shine light right where you
need it! The Booklight clips to any size
book or magazine and has a convenient
Built-in storage clip.
Uses 2 CR2032 batteries *included

59LCFL9003
WINE

59LCFL9002
BOOKS

Weight
: 0.1 lbs
Dimensions : 11.8" x 2.3" x 1.3"
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59LCBB22

BB-22

BookBrite™ Booklight
with LED light

Weight
: 0.11 lbs
Dimensions : 4.0" x 1.8" x 0.8"
The BB-22 BookBrite™ Booklight is a compact, ultra-bright LED Booklight. Fully-adjustable
lamp head equipped with three super-bright LED lights, that auto-extends and swivels to put
Light right where you need it! The Booklight clips to any size book or magazine, and can be
used for convenient table-top illumination. Uses 3x AAA Batteries *excl.

LumiFlex™ Reading Light For Bed
59LCFL88

FL-88

Compact, ultra-bright LED Booklight with a
fully adjustable lamp-head that can flex and
turn to shine light from any angle the user
needs. Its two LED lights illuminate a generous
area under the lamp ensuring that all objects are viewable and receiving a
good amount of light. Its flexibility allows users to customize its position
according to their needs and activities, making the LumiFlex™ versatile and
appropriate for any situation. With its powerful clip, it can attach to most
books and even some desktops, making it to usable as a book light and desk
lamp.

Weight
: 0.1 lbs
Dimensions : 2.3" x 1.3" x 10.6"

SENSOR LIGHT Illuminators™
59LCTL11

Illuminators™ LED Sensor Light is an ultra-bright motion
activated LED Light that can be installed almost anywhere.
The Sensor Light detects motion up to 16 feet away. The
Illuminators™ LED Sensor Light attaches to most surfaces using
the adhesive backing or screws (not included). Three super-bright
LED Lights illuminate any area where light is needed.
Perfect for attics, bathrooms, closets and more.
Weight
: 0.2 lbs
Dimensions : 3.8" x 3.2" x 1.3"
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59MCMM940
The

zPix™ 300 MM-940 is a powerful 2 megapixel zoom USB digital microscope that displays a magnified

image right on your computer screen. The impressive 86x-457x effective magnification (on 21" monitor) allows
you to see details of ordinary objects that you never knew existed! Capture an image with the click of a button.
You can even capture close focus video and send it to your friends and family. Use the base attachment to view
prepared slides or remove the base and place the microscope on any surface to reveal extremely fine details.
The zPix 300 USB digital microscope will provide hours of fascinating and educational entertainment for adults
and children alike. To determine the power, multiply your computer screen size by 4.09-21.76. e.g.: 32" computer
screen would magnify 131-696x (power). Please note, the effective magnification is a combination of the optical
system and a high powered digital zoom.
Compatible with the following:Windows 10/8/8.1/7/Vista/XP SP2+ and all
Mac OS. A USB 2.0/3.0 port is required.
The MM-940 does not work with tablets.
» Magnification: 86x-457x Effective
on 21" Monitor
» Weight: 0.31 lbs
» Dimensions: 3.1" x 3.1" x 5.1"
Accessories:- Specimen base,
3 Blank slides, 1 Prepared
Specimen slide, forceps,
Eyedropper and
USB Cable

59MCMP250

MicroFlip™ MP-250 is an extremely powerful LED lighted pocket microscope that contains a
unique flip-down slide base with an aspheric lens system for ultra precise image quality. The high
power magnification ranges from 100x-250x power. The MicroFlip™ also contains a built-in UV
flashlight that is perfect for detecting counterfeit currency, nectar mapping and so much more.
Includes a smartphone digiscoping clip, starter slide with cover slip and a wrist strap for convenient
portability. Can take pictures and record video of your subject matter using the built-in camera
application on your smartphone. Share your images and videos on social media or email/text them to
family, co-workers and friends. Works with most smartphone models on the market. It is a great, cost
effective and educational field microscope for multiple hobbies, tasks, learning and exploration.

The

Accessories: Smartphone Clip, 1 Starter Slide with Cover Slip & Wrist Strap

Powered by 1 x AA battery *not included.

Magnification: 100-250x
Weight: 0.18 lbs
Dimensions: 1.5" x 1.0" x 5.5"
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59SCCP11
X-Scope™

Kids

CP-11

✔ 8x/9x/30x Magnification
Weight
: 0.16 lbs
Dimensions : 1.6" x 1.8" x 4.8"
7-Function multi-use optical pocket tool. X-ScopeTM
contains a 30x microscope, 8x Telescope, 9x Fold-out
Magnifier, LED Flashlight, signal whistle, directional
compass & digital lclock. Its compact, lightweight & easy
to use. This multi-use Pocket tool will provide hours of
entertainment & fun.

WINNER of the Creative Child's Magazine 2007
TOP TOY of the Year Award

59MCMMM24
MicroBrite™
MM-24

✔ 20-40x Magnification

Kids

Weight
: 0.12 lbs
Dimensions : 2.1" x 1.2" x 4.0"

The MicroBrite™ is a 20x-40x zoom pocket microscope.
SUPER BRIGHT LED LIGHT illuminates your viewing subject to ensure a
clear, bright image. View your object at 20x magnification or zoom to an
impressive 40x magnification to see even the finest details. Simply place
directly on any subject to see a magnified view or use the included base
to view specimen slides. The MicroBrite™ is so compact and portable
you can bring it with you anywhere. This microscope comes complete
with pocket microscope, 2 slides and base stand.
includes 3 x LR-44 button cell batteries

59MCMM740

zPix™ MM-740
Powerful Zoom Digital Microscope that displays a magnified
image right on to your computer screen. The impressive
34x - 168x (based 14" screen) zoom magnification allows you to
see explicit detail of ordinary objects you never knew existed!
capture an image to keep using the built-in 1.3 megapixel
resolution Digital Camera. You can capture close-focus video.
COMPATIBLE with the following:- Mac PSX 10.4 or later,
PC windows 2000 SP4, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7 and Windows 8. USB 2.0 or 3.0 port required.

✔ 60-75x LED Lighted Zoom Magnification
Weight: 8.8 oz • Dimensions: 4.12" x 1.75" x 4.68"
Accessories: Specimen base, 3 blank sides, 1 prepared slide forceps,
eyedropper, USB cable & CD rom software
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digital microscope
60- 100x LED Microscope
with iPhone 5TM Adapter

59MCMM255

MicroMax PlusTM

MM-255
An Optic that can turn your iPhone into a Digital
Microscope! A powerful Magnification Pocket Microscope
with an iPhone Adapter. Taking close up images and
video is easy. With a 60-100x power magnification
*pocket microscope comes with an iPhone 5/S5 adapter.
Simply attach the adapter case and the MicroMax to your
iPhone 5/S5. The Built in LED light provides for bright,
clear images. You can zoom using the focus knobs or
digitally using the zoom function of the phone. It is great
for viewing circuits, foliage, flowers, fabrics, coins & much
more...
Weight 1.5oz
Dimensions: 4.87" x 2.375" x 3.625"
Including: 3-L736F button cell batteries

59MCMM300

<

MM-300 >

MicroMaxTM LED Plus Pocket Microscope

✔ POWERFUL 60-120x Magnification
Weight
: 0.13 lbs
Dimensions : 2.3" x 1.2" x 3.7"
»
»
»
»

Powerful 60 - 120x pocket microscope
Manual Focusing
LED Illuminator
Rubberized Thumb Pad

extremely lightweight portable design.
Features built-in LED light providing bright,
clear images. Rubberized eyepiece, for
comforable viewing. Fits easily in your
pocket to go anywhere

59MCMM200
MM-200
MicroMaxTM LED Plus Pocket Microscope

✔ POWERFUL 60-75x Magnification
A powerful 60-75x power magnification pocket
microscope with an extremely lightweight and portable design.
Featuring in-built LED light that provides bright and clear images
with rubberized eyepiece for comfortable veiwing.
Including: 3 x L736F button cell batteries
* Replacement Options: L736F, G3, SG3, 392, SR41
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59AML515

ML-515

HookUpz™ LensMAGTM

High Powered Lenses for iPhone 5TM

✔ HIGH-POWERED 10x & 15x Lenses
Attaches to your iPhone 5TM using Built-in Magnets

10x and 15x Magnifying Macro-Lenses
Use Camera Application to Take Close-up
pictures and record video of subject matter.
» Backed by Carson's Limited Lifetime Warranty

59MGCML415
ML-415

HookUpz™ LensMAGTM
High Powered Lenses for Samsung GALAXY S®4

✔ HIGH-POWERED 10x & 15x Lenses
Attaches by using Built-in Magnets
10x and 15x Magnifying Macro-Lenses
Use Camera Application to Take Close-up
pictures and record video of subject matter.
» Backed by Carson's Limited Lifetime Warranty

IC-418
59AIC418

HookUpz™
7x 18mm Monocular with
Samsung GALAXY S®4 Adapter

Close Focus of 10"
An adapter that connects your Samsung
Galaxy S®4 to the included CloseUp monocular for
taking photos and videos in Extreme Close Focus.
Package Weight: 0.35 lb
Box Dimensions (LxWxH): 5.9" x 5.2" x 1.4"
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59AIC518

7x 18mm Monocular with
iPhone 5TM Adapter

HookUpz™ IC-518
This dapter easily connects to your iPhone 5/5S/SE with an
included CloseUp™ Monocular. It can also connect to your
iPhone 4/4S using the included conversion kit. Now you can
take pictures or video directly through the Monocular and
easily text or e-mail friends. The adapter includes a rubber ring
that conforms to the CloseUp Monocular. “Hook up” to your
Monocular to view wildlife, your children’s sporting events
and more.
Weight: 3.1 oz.
Dimensions: 5" x 2.8" x 1"
Accessories: iPhone 5 Cases, Monocular Adapter
& Close-up Monocular

59AIB542

iPhone 5TM Adapter also fits 4/4S

HookUpz™

IB-542

» Adaptor easily connects to the iPhone 5/5S to full-sized
(32-50mm Binocular objective lens). It can also connect to
your iPhone 4, using the inclusize conversion kit.
» Includes two interchangeable rubber rings that allow the
adapter to fit most full-sized binoculars that have an eye-piece
housing diameter of between 40-44mm. Once determined which
ring works best press firmly for a tight hold to the eye-piece.
Now you can take pictures or video directly through the "eyes"
of your Binocular and easily text or email friends.
For Hunting or Bird watching, even law enforcement surveillance.
Be sure to capture everything nature has to offer.
Weight: 1.2 oz / Dimensions: 5" x 3" x 1"
Accessories: iPhone 5/S5 Case & Binocular Adapter

HookUpz™ Smartphone Binocular Adapter
59AIB700

IB-700

» Universal Fit Weight

: 0.18 lbs
Dimensions : 4.0" x 1.9" x 4.4"
The IB-700 HookUpz™ Smartphone Binocular
Adapter easily connects to your smartphone to your
full-sized (32mm to 50mm) binoculars. It comes
included with two interchangeable rubber rings to
allow the adapter to fit full-sized binoculars that
have an outer eyepiece housing diameter between
40mm-44mm.
The adapter is adjustable to fit all popular
smartphones on the market; including Apple,
Samsung, HTC, LG and more! In most cases there
is no need to remove your phone’s case

For multiple camera phones (iPhone XS Max/X/8+/7+)
Great Binocular Digiscoping Adapter to use for Bird Watching, Hunting, Sight-Seeing, Surveillance, Sporting Events,
Concerts and More | Compatible with Dual-Camera Phones. Backed by Carson's Limited Lifetime Warranty
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59A1S100
HookUpz™ 2.0 IS-100

Fits almost all optics
Binoculars, Monoculars, Telescopes, Spotting Scopes,
Microscopes, Borescopes, Slit Lamps, Night Vision & More!
FITS: Optics with eyepiece 25-58mm. Fits nearly all
Smartphones incl. iPhones, iPods, Galaxy, Motorola & HTC phones
» Smartphones & Phablets
» Ultra strong grip
» No additional parts necessary
» Includes protective carrying case
Also works with Dual-Camera Phones
Go ahead and capture your adventures and discoveries
through the eyes of your preferred optic. Now sharing
those images and videos has never been so easy!
Weight: 4.8 oz / Dimensions: 4.3" x 2.3" x 4.5"

Incompatible: Riflescopes & Tablets.

59A1S200

IAS200

HookUpz™ IAS200 Universal adapter

connects any smart-phone to optical devices in seconds.
Compatible with popular phones; except Tablets as
Samsung Galaxy note, iPhone 6 Plus/6S
Lumina 920 or Riffle Scopes.
Fits any smart-phone with/or without case on device,
while one can use a charging case for hours
continuously without interupted use. This Universal
Adapter can be used on binoculars, spotting scopes,
telescopes, microscopes, night vision, borescopes or slit
lamps. A Perfect accessory for your digiscoping needs.
Easy to use (without complicated pieces needed, or
glue). features a self-centering clamp (means you don't
have to realign for different optics) with release grip
holding optics over a large range of diameters and
an outer eye-piece diameter of 20-58mm. Alignment
needs be done once, inititally with a releasable clamp.
Small, portable and lightweight so can go with you
anywhere. Share images & videos captured in the field
quicker & easier. Digiscoping has never been easier with
this Universal device.
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SKELESCOPE™
59TCSK100
The SK-100 SkeleScope™ is a Reflector Telescope with a
unique open-tube design. It is lightweight and easy
to transport. Features a focal length of 360mm and
magnification of 14.4x or 36x. Comes with an adjustable
tabletop tripod for steady viewing

Magnification
: 14.4x, 36x
Eye Pieces		
: K25mm, K10mm
Aperture		
: 76mm
Focal Length		
: 360mm
Weight		
: 1.23 lbs
Dimensions		
: 12.25” x 11.5” x 16.25”
Accessories include a table-top tripod

The MS Series is an Ideal Microscope for the university student, industrial professional
or doctor. May acquire the Smartphone Adapter to view on ones smartphone.

59MCMS40

Biological MICROSCOPES
MS-040, 40-400X
»
»
		
»
		
»
»

Entry-level Biological Microscope ideal for students or family.
A monocular head, at 45 degree angle for comfortable viewing
& Rotatable 360 degrees for easy sharing of the specimen view.
Illumination is provided by two bright white LED sources
(transmission and reflection) which allow
Viewing of wide range of transparent to opaque specimens.
Features a filter wheel with 5 color options.

Incl. AC power adaptor allows for use internationally.

Magnification
Eye Pieces
Weight
Dimensions
Objectives
Work Stage Size
Illumination
Accessories

40x-400x
WF 10x
3.1 lbs.
7.5" x 6" x 11.3"
4x, 10x, 40x
90mm x 90mm
Condenser: N.A 0.65
Top and Bottom LED
Power Adapter
(AC 110V-240V, 50/60Hz)
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Biological Microscope
MS SERIES
59MCMMS160
MS-160
Magnification:
Eye Pieces:
Objectives:
Weight:
Dimensions:
Working stage size

: 40x-1600X
: WF10x, WF16x
: 4x, 10x, 40x, 100x
: 10.60 lbs
: 6.8" x 8.0" x 14.1"
: 130 x 1140mm, condenser:
Abbe 1.25 nA with Iris Diaphragm filter.

PLUGS INTO ANY STANDARD OUTLET:AC 110V-240V, 50/60HZ incl. an AC power adaptor
for use abroad without need of voltage transformers

The MS-160 is a 40-1600X microscope. Designed &
intended for Adult use only. Metal body with
360º degree rotatable monocular head. Coaxial coarse/fine
adjustment for easy use. Total magnification 40x-1600x.
» Double layered mechanical stage 130mm x 1140mm » Both coarse and fine focus knobs to 		
achieve a sharp focus » Two sets of wide field eyepieces: 10X and/or 16X
» LED illumination provides brighter white color light » intensity control knob with 1.25NA 		
Abbe Condenser, iris diaphragm to set the optimal lighting conditions. » Filter holder includes
a blue color filter

59MCMS100

MS-100

Magnification
: 100x-1000x
Eye Pieces
: WF10x
Weight
: 7.09 lbs
Dimensions
: 67” x 7.2” x 13.2”
Objectives
: 10x, 40x, 100x
Working
: 115mm x 125mm, Abbe 1.25 nA
Stage Size 		 w/ Iris Diaphragm, Filter
Illumination
: LED Light
includes power cord AC 110V-240V, 50/60Hz
»
»
»
»
»

100-1000X biological microscope
Metal body with 360º degree rotatable monocular head
Coaxial coarse line/fine adjustable for easy use
Has both course/fine focus knobs to achieve a sharper-focus
LED illumination provides bright white color light and an
intensity control to set optimal lighting conditions

THE MS-100, is a Biological Micrscope for intermediate level.
Designed & intended for Adult Use Only. Has filter holder
Includes blue color filter. AC power adapter for use

abroad without need of voltage transformers.
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TELESCOPE

SKYSEEKER™
59TCJC1000
JC-1000
SKYSEEKER™ Telescope 60mm precision optics and
a 40x-100x power range for high-quality imaging. Its
5x24mm finder Scope makes it a snap to “zero-in” on
your subject. The SKYSEEKER™ telescope
comes with a deluxe aluminum tripod

✔ 40-100x Magnification
Aperture		
: 60mm
Focal Length
: 800mm
Finder Scope
: 5x24mm
Weight		
: 4.18 lbs
Dimensions		
: 32.9" x 34.8”x 50.0”
Accessories incl. H8 and H20 eyepieces, 5x24mm
Adjustable Aluminum Tripod and Erecting
Diagonal

TELESCOPE
SKYSEEKER™
59TCJC200
JC-200

✔ 15x-37.5x Magnification
Aperture		
: 76mm (2.99”)
Focal Length		
: 300mm
Weight		
: 3.7 lbs
Dimensions		
: 8.0”x 8.0” x 14.0”
Accessories 8mm and 20mm Huygenian
eyepieces, Dobsonian Mount

SKYSEEKER™ Telescope has precision
76mm Optics and a 15-37.5x power range
for high-quality imaging. Dobsonian mount
telescope comes with 8mm and 20mm
Huygenian eyepieces. The precision
optics offers great images of the moon and
planets, as well as views of bright deep sky
objects as the Orion Nebula (M42), Hercules
Cluster (M13) and Andromeda Galaxy (M31).
NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED…ready for use
out the box
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SKYRUNNER™
59CSV350
SV-350

Short Tube Wide Angle Refractor Telescope
✔ 14x-116.6x Magnification
Aperture		
Focal Length
Finder Scope
Weight		
Dimensions		

: 70mm
: 350mm
: 8x21mm
: 3.05 lbs
: 15.375”x13”x19”

ACCESSORIES
Two Kellner eyepieces and table-top tripod (can fit on normal
camera tripods as light-weight) simple altazimuth movements
includes: 45 diagonal viewer to make earthbound use easy,
finderscope to assist locating objects to see in the main scope, a
pair of eyepieces and 2x Barlow lens (giving 4 effective
magnifications).

Simple and efficiently designed
beginner’s telescope.

A great gift for the youth and daytime use.

59TCMTEL50

AIM™

The Aim™ MTEL-50 is a 50mm refractor telescope
with a focal length of 350mm. magnification of up
to 78x. incl. adjustable tabletop tripod gives
stability to the observer. Rugged and easy to
operate.
✔ Upto 78x Magnification
Eye Pieces
: K20 (17.5x), K9 (39x)
Aperture
: 50mm
Focal Length : 350mm
Weight
: 589 grams
Dimensions
: 15.8” x 13.5” x 13”
Accessories includes:- 2 Barlow lenses
(35x & 78x) Erecting Prism, Table Top Tripod

Aim™ is the perfect
Beginner telescope for
astronomical
observation.
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59TCRP200
RP-200
✔ 25x-56x Magnification

NEWTONIAN REFLECTOR

RED PLANET
TELESCOPE

Eye Pieces
: K20mm and K9mm
Aperture
: 80mm (3.15”)
Focal Length : 500mm (19.69”)
Finderscope : 8x21mm (Erecting)
Weight
: 3.5kg
Dimensions : 35.6” x 35.6” x 58.0”
Accessories erecting prism & adjustable aluminum tripod

RED Planet Series RP-200
NEWTONIAN Refractor Telescope
Features superior, fully coated optics and a high quality,
heavy-duty aluminum tripod. The RP-200 features a Horizon
mount with slow motion cables for smooth, easy tracking of
celestial objects. Use the Red Planet telescopes to view the
Rings of Saturn, the Moons of Jupiter and much more. It features
an 8x21mm finder scope, two high quality eyepieces and an
erecting prism for the best viewing results. The RP-200 comes with
a K20mm and K9mm eyepiece. The erecting prism can be used to flip
the viewing image right-side up making this telescope perfect for
both terrestrial and astronomical viewing. The Red Planet line features a sophisticated and sleek design so attractive you will be proud
to keep it out all year round and it will blend nicely with any décor.

59TCRP400
RP-400
✔ 45x-100x Magnification
Eye Pieces		
: K20mm and K9mm
Aperture		
: 114mm (4.49”)
Focal Length
: 900mm (35.43”)
Finderscope		
: 6x30mm
Weight		
: 7.8kg
Dimensions 34.3” x 5.8” x 5.8”
Accessories Adjustable Aluminum Tripod

RED Planet Series RP-400 is a NEWTONIAN
Refractor Telescope. It features superior, fully
coated optics and a high quality, heavy-duty aluminum
tripod with an equatorial mount to counteract shaking
and movements. It features setting circles which allow
you to dial in coordinates similar to “latitude and
longitude” to find specific stars, planets and
constellations. Use the Red Planet telescopes to view
the Rings of Saturn, the Moons of Jupiter and much
more. It features a 6x30mm finder scope and two high
quality eyepieces for the best viewing results. The
RP-400 comes with a K20mm and K9mm eyepiece.
The erecting diagonal can be used to flip the viewing
image right-side up making this telescope perfect for
both terrestrial and astronomical viewing.
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C6®

Dry NANO-particle cleaning formula
wipes away smudges, grime and fingerprints easily.

Cleaners

59BCLP99
C6® LensPen® Cleaner
C6® LP-99 LensPen Cleaner compact easy useful lense
cleaning system. The LensPen employs revolutionary
non-liquid, carbon compound that will not spill or
dry out. While Odorless., it also includes a natural
hair-brush for dust removal. clean larger lenses
such as Binocular Lenses, Rifle scope lenses,
Digital & Video camera lenses and more.

59BCCS60
CS-60 C6® Jumbo Size
Screen Cleaner

for Tablets,
Smartphones
etc.

2 per packet

59BCCS50
For Tablets & Smartphones screens
The CS-50, C6® Screen Cleaner
• Alchohol & Amonia Free
• Safe & easy to use on screens

59BCCS10
C6® CS-10 LensCleaner
Weight
: 0.7oz
Dimensions : 4.75" x 5" x 0.75"

59BCCS40
C6® CS-40 LensCleaner
Jumbo Lens Cleaner
Weight
: 0.6oz
Dimensions : 3.25" x 1" x 0.625"

Perfect cleaning for Smart Phone, Tablets etc. Dispose of when pad is exhausted. easy to use.

59BCCS30

59BCCS80
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CS-30 C6® Disposable screen cleaners.
pack of 16

CS-80 C6®
Disposable Jumbo
screen cleaners.
pack of 14.

59BCCS15

CS-15
Weight		

: 0.02 lbs

Dimensions

: 3.8" x 0.5" x 0.6"

The C6® Series CS-15 Lens Cleaner Pen contains our Dry
Nano-Particle Cleaning Formula that easily cleans stains,
dirt and fingerprints. Its soft tip is specially designed to
clean the lenses of the cameras without mirrors. The
C6® Cleaner Pencil also has a retractable brush to
remove dust and debris. It has a compact and smooth
design to keep it in the case of your camera, bag or
pocket!
Double Sided Cleaning Cloth - Tailored Duet
Dimensions 7” x 7” x 0.001”

CleaNING CLOTH

The oversized 7”x7” Double Sided Cleaning Cloths provide an ultra-luxurious feel a microfiber side for
cleaning, and a silk side for polishing. They are available in fun, vibrant designs. Great for use on all lenses and glass surfaces
including: eyeglasses, sunglasses, cameras, binoculars, smart phones and more. Cleans dirt, fingerprints
smudges and oil safely and effectively.
59BCCMF11-05

59BCCMF11-01

59BBCCMF11-03

59BCCMF11-04

Stuff-itTM

59BCCMF11-02

SN-50

Features super-soft microfibre lens cloth housed instide a protective pouch. Simply pull out, pull
drawstring back into the pouch and stuff the remaining cloth with a finger. ideal for cleaning Binocular
lenses, Spotting scope, Telescope, Camera Lenses, GPS Devices, Eye glasses and more. Micro-fibre lens
cloth is safe to use on all lenses. Will not scratch nor damage lenses.
In colors of Blue, Red, Black or Mossy Oak
59BCSN50BK
*black

LENS CLEANING CLOTH
NEW VERSION available
59BCSN50BU *blue

59BCSN50RE *red

59BCSN50MO
*camo
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59BCCMF-11(06)

MICROFIBRE CLOTH
MF-11(06) In Colors of "Blue, Grey & Orange"

MF-11 (06)
These oversized (7” x 7”), Double Sided Cleaning
Cloths provide an ultra-luxurious feel, a microfiber side for
cleaning, and a silk side for polishing. They are available in
blue, grey or orange.
Great for use on all lenses and glass surfaces including:
eyeglasses, sunglasses, cameras, binoculars, smart phones
and more. Cleans dirt, fingerprints, smudges and oil safely
and effectively.
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Weight
Dimensions

: 0.02 lbs
: 2.6" x 2.0" x 1.1"

FlashShield™
59GCBX42

BX-42

Anti-reflective Device for Binoculars

Carson Optical is the first to come to market with an anti-reflective device to clip to your binoculars. Say goodbye to sun glare as the sun rises on your early morning hunt. Gone are the days of the reflection of the sun off
your binocular lenses scaring away wildlife. Carson Optical’s new FlashShield is the solution to these issues.
The functionality of the FlashShield is three-fold:
1) Kill flash function: Blocks reflections off the lenses that may otherwise expose your position to your target.
2) Sunshade function: Helps reduce glare, easier to see objects in bright light conditions.
3) Lens Protection function: Helps keep dust/particles from easily getting directly to lens.
The FlashShield easily clips-on to most full-size binoculars and riflescopes (32mm-43mm). They are lightweight, easy to attach and there is no need to worry about threads. The FlashShields are a must-have piece of
gear for the serious hunter.

59BCTF300

TriForce™ Lightweight Tripod

TF-300

Made for the Outdoors. The TF-300 extends to 62.6”
and features three-section, aluminum locking legs with
quick release locks. It features retractable spiked feet
to ensure your view is perfect every time. The geared
elevator provides smooth transitions for maximum
viewing. It features a 3-way fluid panhead for smooth
360-degree movement and is perfect for outdoors
photographers. In addition, they also feature a quick
release shoe. It boasts two bubble levels to ensure
proper set up for viewing. The TF-300 features a hook
for your binocular case and a handle for maximum
portability. The tripod is sturdy and lightweight and
can be used for scopes, binoculars, cameras or
camcorders.

Weight: 3.5 lbs
Dimensions
4.0" x 4.0" x 25.8"
Features:- Level, Quick
Release, Geared Elevator,
Hook/Handle
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59BCTF200

Carson Tripod TriForce™ Series
TF-200 Extends to 58"

The TriForce™ TF-200 is a professional
tripod that can be used on muddy or rough
terrain. The TF-200 extends up to 58".
The TF-200 has three aluminum legs with
quick release buckles. Includes non-slip
rubber feet to ensure your vision is always
perfect. It features a 3-way panhead for
smooth 360-degree motion and perfect
for outdoor photographers. It also features
a quick-release camera stand and two
leveling gauges. The TF-200 has a hook for
the binocular case. And a hook-handle for
easy transport.

WEIGHT: 1225g
DIMENSIONS: 3.8" x 3.6" x 24.8"

59BCTF100

Carson Tripod TriForce™ Series
TF-100 Extends to 20.7"
Ideal for optics of all kinds, plus DSLRs and video
cameras, the Carson TriForce TF-100 Tripod with Pan
Head provides a highly-portable yet stable platform
for observation, photography, or digiscoping. With a
payload capacity of 5.5-pounds, and a maximum height
of 20.7", the tripod comes with a 3-way pan/tilt head
that rotates a full 360°, and tilts through a broad 165°
range with a lock to secure it in the perfect position.
The included quick release plate makes set-up and
break-down fast and easy. For proper leveling, the
Tripod comes with two bulls-eye bubble levels, and
each of the leg's three section are independently
adjustable with easy snap locks for setting the height
correctly. If you require more height than the legs can
provide, the center column extends with a turn from
the column lock.
Payload Capacity: 5.5 lbs
Maximum Height: 20.7"
Three Snap-Locking Leg Sections
Three-Way Fluid Head with QR Plate
360° Pan, 165° Tilt with Lock
Non-Slip Pivoting Rubber Feet
Two Bulls-Eye Bubble Levels
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59BCTP400

THE ROCK™ Series Tripod extends to 65.1"
The Rock™ Series Extends to 65.1"
3-Way Fluid Panhead Aluminum Lightweight
Tripod with Carrying Case, TR-400 Tripod is
the ideal tripod for outdoor use. The TR-400
extends to 65.1” and features four-section,
aluminum locking legs with quick shoe.
The non-slip pivoting rubber feet ensure
your view is perfect every time. The geared
elevator provides smooth transitions for
maximum viewing. It features a 3-way fluid
panhead for smooth 360-degree movement
and is perfect for outdoors photographers.
In addition, The Rock™, TR-400 Tripod also
features a quick release shoe. It boasts a
bubble level to ensure proper set up for
viewing. The TR-400 features a hook for
your binocular or camera case and a handle for maximum portability. The tripod is
sturdy and lightweight and can be used for
scopes, binoculars or cameras.
WEIGHT		 4.15 lbs
DIMENSIONS 36.5 in x 37.1 in x 65.1 in

59BCTP300

THE ROCK™ Series Tripod

The Rock™ Series 59.6" extends to 59.6"
3-Way Fluid Panhead Aluminum
Lightweight Tripod with Carrying Case,
TR-300 Tripod is the ideal tripod for
outdoor use. The TR-300 extends to 59.6”
and features four-section, aluminum
locking legs. The non-slip pivoting
rubber feet ensure your view is perfect
every time. The geared elevator provides
smooth transitions for maximum viewing. It features a 3-way fluid panhead for
smooth 360-degree movement and is
perfect for outdoors photographers. In
addition, The Rock™, TR-300 Tripod also
features a quick release shoe. It boasts a
bubble level to ensure proper set up for
viewing. The TR-300 features a hook for FEATURES: Bubble Level
your binocular or camera case. The tripod Quick Release Shoe, Non-Slip Pivoting
is sturdy and lightweight and can be used Rubber Feet, Carrying Case, Geared
for scopes, binoculars or cameras.

Elevator & Accessory Hook

Weight: 3.33 lbs
Dimensions:
32.9" x 32.9" x 59.6"
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